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Informal Dance on
Saturday Features
Jones' Orchestra

New London, Connecticut,

News WiU Inaugurate
Classified Ad Column

ednesday, October 23, 1946

se per copy

Two Outstanding Scholars To
Speak This Week At Lawrence
Lecture And At Convocation

Starting next week the
ews
will inaugurate the policy of running a classified ads column for
The first informal dance of the the benefit of the faculty and stuyear. sponsored
b y S e r v l c e dents. The rates will be five cents
League, will be held in Knowlton
salon on Saturday, October 26, be. per word.
Those who wish to have ads
tween eight o'clock and twelve o'printed should come to the News
clock.
Bob Jones and his orchestra office in Mary Harkness
basewill provide the music and there ment between 4:15 and 5:15 on
will be refreshments
during interthe Monday afternoon preceding
mission. Tickets are twenty-five
the issue in which they wish the
cents a couple.
ad
printed with their requests
Professor Harlow Shapley, dlMarion Peterson and Janet
Speaks with Authority
rector of the Harvard ObservaMellen are the head of the dance and their money.
tory at Harvard university, will
On Topic: Problem of
committee.
be the speaker at the first ConvoThe afternoon
of the dance
Democratizing Germany
caUon on October 29 at 4 :20 p.m.
there will be a hayride for twenin Palmer auditorium.
ty couples. All those who wish to
Carl J. Friedrich, professor of
Professor Shapley is a very
go should sign up before Thursgovernment
at Harvard
unlverprominent
and
well
known
man
day on the list which is posted in
slty, will deliver the third LawIn the field of science. Besides bethe gym.
rence Memorial lecture on Thursing director of the observatory
day, October 24, at 8:00 p.m. in
The first week of the 1946-47 since 1921, Professor Shapley is
Palmer auditorium.
His subject
affiliated
with,
and
takes
an
actice
broadcasts from Connecticut colwill be The Problem of DemocratDart in various scientific organtalege through the courtesy of sta- attons throughout
Izing Germany, one on which he
the country.
can speak with first-hand authortion WNLC, New London, will be He is a world renowned astronoIty, having visited that country
received
many
completed on Friday with the in- mer and has
this summer.
awards
for
the
work
he
has
done
itial programs of the current allDr. Friedrich was born in LeipEdward Linzel, organist of the
in that field.
zig, Germany, in 1901 and studied
Church of St. Edward the Martyr student series.
Social
Implications
Inaugurated
by
yesterday's
at the universities
of Marburg,
in New York city, will give an orCARL J. FRIEDRICH
One of the most note-worthy
of
Frankfurt,
Vienna, and Heidelgan recital in Harkness chapel on Books for Our Times symposium,
berg.
In 1925 he received his
Sunday, October 27, at 4 p.m. Un- the first series of three weekly his achievements In recent years
Ph.D_ from Heidelberg. He came
continues
tomorrow has been his close association
der the auspices of the Hartford programs
had
the
privi1age
01
hearing
him
with,
and
profound
interest
In
to the United States in 1922 and
chapter of the American Guild of when Professor Arthur W. Quimatomic energy, which wiU be the speak before, and all comment on was naturalized in 1938.
Organists, this recital will be giv- by of the Connecticut college detopic of his speech on the 29th. the superior quality of his lecAll of Dr. Friedrich's
teaching
en in conjunction with a program partment of music will present
Since this subject Is one which is tures. In view of the significance has been at Harvard, where he
by the Stella Maris singers of St. the first of a number of recitals of
of vital concern to everyone to- of the topic on which Professor
started in 1926 as a lecturer in
Mary's Church in New London, the organ music of Brahms and
day, Professor Shapley plans to Shapley will elaborate, many feel
Franck.
See "Frleddch"-Page
5
who are under the direction of
that
this
wiJl
be
one
of
the
most
deal with one important aspect of
Leon Blum's work on present
John J. McCarthy. This event is
this tremendous field-the
social interesting and valuable lectures
day France, For All Mankind,
open to the public.
impJications
of atomic energy. presented at the college.
The first part of the program will be discussed by members of The title of the lecture will be
Information
concerning
the
will consist of the following or- the Books for Our Times sympo- "The Atomic Age Crises." The ti- many accomplishments
of Projesgan selections:
Allegro, Grave" sium at 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, Octo- tle itself implies that Professor SOl' Shapley or proof of his fast
will be Shapley feels that there is more knowledge in the field of science
and Presto from the Concerto in ber 29. Participating
G by Vivaldi; Scherzo from Sym- George Haines, visiting assistant
than one crisis involved hi the re- may be found in either Who's
The speaker at the Sunday vesphony II by 'Vierne: and Vepres professor of history a t Connecti- sults which atomic energy has Who or a recent issue of Time
cut college and Max Thatcher, as- now and will bring out in the ru- magazine.
du Commun by Dupre.
Connecticut
College per service will be Justin Wroe
A group of choir selections will sistant professor of history and ture.
feels highly honored to be the reo Nixon, William Newton Clarke
professor
of Christian
theology
follow, including: Kyrie from the government at the University of
A number of the faculty have cipient of one of hls lectures.
Fort T rum bull
and ethics in Colgate-Rochester
mass Orbls Factor
by Victoria; Connecticut,
Theological seminary, Rochester,
Requiem
Aeternam
by Anerio; branch.
N. Y. Dr. Nixon has held this
and 0 Sacrum Condivium by VicFor his program Thursday, Ocpost since 1937.
toria. After the performance
of tober 24, at 10:15 p.m., Professor
This is Dr. Nixon's
second
Ducasse's Pastoral on the organ Quimby will play Cesar Franck's
period as a member of the semthere will be another choir group Pastorale and two choral preludes
inary faculty;
his former
prowhich will consist of: Ave Verum by Johannes
Brahms,
0 How
fessorship of English Bible and
by William
Byrd;
Exsurge-a
Blessed and 0 God Thou Holiest
sociology
<1916-1924)
warmth on a cold winter's eve, Christian
by Theodora Flynn
Gregorian
Chant;
and Gloria God.
from the mass Brevis by PalesAmerican Music is the theme of
Yes, there is handwriti.ng on visit Carolyn Blocker's room and having been followed by.. 13 years
-trlna.
the first student program, which the wall! The walls in Katharine
dream of her fireplace. And while of service as pastor 01 the Brick
church in RochesThe final portion
of the pro- will be broadcast on Friday, Octo- Blunt house have not yet been you're there, perhaps the gay Presbyterian
gram will include the following ber 25. The director of the series painted by the college, so the jun- drawings of "Uncle Herbert," or ter. He has also been appointed
lecturer in Auburn, Chicago, and
organ works: Aria can variazioni of student programs, designed to iors have decorated their rooms "Cousin
Miranda"
in
ornate
by Martini; and the Adagio and present a cross-section of life at cave-man style. In room 219 a dog frames, will remind you of your Union Theological seminaries.
A recognized leader in the BapFinale from Symphony VI by Wi- Connecticut, is Rita Hursh '48.
with a startled expression, a man relatives
from "The Gay
Ine- tist denomination,
Dr. Nixon has
dor.
with a wild necktie, and a strange ties," The cozy atmosphere
of long maintained. close relations
creature called "a woman" have Carolyn's room was created
by with the labor movement in Robeen painted in bright pastel col- her own hand in gay splashes of
chester ,and has been a leader in
ors with this inscription beneath: red, brown, and yellow.
CC 1· Be I nc Iu d ed I n
interfaith enterprises.
He is the
"Tastefully
decorated
by
Roberts
And 11 ever you need. company author of An Emerging Christian
College Town by Editor
of Detroit."
of a cheerful sort, visit Jean Muel- Fa! th; The Moral CrIsis in ChrisThere are more ways than one ler and Natalie
Of Mlle. College Board
Summer session will be heldat
Shattuck
who
Hour
.
Connecticut next summer with to furnish a room, and EmiJy Es- have captured a rare little animal. tianity; and Protestantism's
of Decision, as well as of numerLaura Bonnefond, t~e colle~e Dr John Moore again serving as tes has proved it. A snappy little
board editor of MademOIselle, WIn dir~ctor. it was decided by the book case hangs from her wall, He who sees must believe, it's ous articles in periodicals. In this
st~rt .a tour on Oct9~er 23 that Board of Trustees at a meeting and a vase of spring flowers rests name is Gizmo and it peeks over latter category, one article esWIll include C?nnecucut c~llege on October 11. Special stress will on the edge of her bedside table, the edge of ceiling and wall with pecially has attracted wide attenblack eyes and a red nose.
tion. It appeared in the Christian
as well as Bennington and MIddle- b
laced on courses concerned both a la paint brush!
There is
Barbara Witte has painted three Century of December 12, 1945 and
bury colleges. in Verm~nt; and w~t~American civilization as evi- even the hint of a secret room,
jumping
over a Is entitled. Amos and the Bomb.
Wellesley, Smith, RadclIffe, ~t. denced in literature, history, art. for another wall is covered with fluffy lambs
fence, on the wall over her bed to
Dr. Nixon has consented to reHolyoke and Wheaton colleges In and music. Economics and soc!- a fascinating
blue door marked make her sheep counting easier.
main after the vesper service tor
Mas~achusetts.
1010 y courses will deal also prt- "women."
And Joan Dimmitt began paint- informal discussion in the RellgMISS Bonnefond plans to talk to ma;ily with their American aswere You a Good Sleeper?
ing a sleepy Mexican in hopes ious library.
college deans, professors,
vocat
The emphasis on courses
Edith AschatIenburg,
Emily's that she would pass a Spanish extional bureau dir~ctors and stu- pec ~merican
civilization is indents themselves In quest of ou~- ~~nded for students
who desire suite mate, has written an urgent am.
Even though the clever drawstanding delegates
to Mademoieral electives in the field as question over her bed _ .. "Were
Mendelssohn, Mozart
ings of the juniors in Katherine
selle'.s fotirt!t· annual colleg.e for- ~~~l as for those who ar~ major- you a good sJeeper th.is month?
Blunt
house
may
inspire
others,
The
watch-birds
are
watching
Hymns Sung by Choir
uI? m AprIl when world ISSues.
. American civiUzaoon_
.. And right above the it's to no avail, for they are the
WIll ,b.e discussed wit~ wo~ld au- lni/fs expected that a number of you..
The choir selections
sung
only ones who enjoy this special
thontles; and Macl~mOls,eUes fi~st visitin . professors
will be ap- stern little watch birds, in hand
at the vespers service Sunprivilege.
And
their
privilege
is
painted
cross-stitch,
a
motto
annual career conference
WhICh
. te~ who are internationally
day, October 20, were Ye Sons
"Be kind to Little Em- onJy an ephemeral one for the
will ,take plac;e th~s coming June, k~~nwn in their respective fields. reads ...
of Israel by Mendelssohn, and
handwriting
on
the
wall
will
van. M-I~S Bonne.fond will al~o study
Veterans will again be admittefl ily," so perhaps the watchbirds
Ave Verum by Mozart.
ish under a coat of thick white
are
:watching
Emily
too
...
'
n~~v trends m' college mt.erests f r academic credit during the
paint during Christmas vacation.
il
ever
you
need
comfort
or
and activitie~ :and new college
0 mmer session.
fashions,
. su • '
-

Crises of Atomic
Age to be Theme
Of Prof. Shapley

Carl J. Friedrich
Of Harvard Talks
Tomorrow at 8:00

1--------------

------

Books, Music are
Topics of Weeldy
Radio Broadcasts

E. Linzel to Give
Organ Recital in
Chapel Sun. at 4

Dr. Nixon to Speak
At Sunday Vespers
Service this Week

Juniors Decorate KB's Wails
With Animal Paintings, Signs

wm

Summer Session is
Voted by Trustees

1-----------
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CONNECTICUT-UPS
Editors note: Ronny Johnston '48 presents here
some of the impressions of college that she has
formed this year after her return from service in
the WAVES"

• • •

I'm new here at Connecticut college. You've
been friendly and I have no personal complaint to
make. It's just that I'm not happy here. I leit college in 1944 because I felt that my campus was
completely
isolated from reality,
because
my
friends did not seem to realize the import of a
world war. I had hoped that by the time the war
was over, our generation might be alive and more
vitally interested
in the problems
which had
brought about such chaos.
The world war is over, and the revolution
within our country has begun where it left off. All
about us, every day, events are taking place which
will soon affect the lives of each and everyone
of
us. The enemies of the New Deal are struggling
desperately to sever the bonds which were beginning to tie political power to economic power. The
struggle itself is ill-defined, to be sure, as only the
Communists and the Economic Royalists seem to
really know what they want.
For the rest of us, this ill-defined struggle is

losing interest.
Without leadership we are as
sheep. So what?-you
are asking. Well, I think
it's this. We have an opportunity here at college,
to find out for ourselves just what sort of a world
we want to live in and to bring our children into.
And we are all having too pleasant a time vegetating to let such ideas dwell, for any length of time,
in our virgin minds. I should like to see college

students taking an active part in the political world
about them, (There is an important election coming), But activity is effective only if you know
what the issues are and just what you are after.
much since I've been away. I find the same bull
It is your privilege and duty to take part.
College doesn't seem to have changed very
sessions on the same stupid topics, wonderful giddy week ends, a little griping about the food now
and again, the same amazingly pretty, well dressed
girls, professors still pounding away with much to
offer and few to receive it, the same abhorrence of
the editorial page or political speeches.
Your faces are all new to me, but I have difficulty remembering
that two years ago we were
desperately fighting a war, and that the whole horror ever really took place. It is So quiet, normal,
beautiful and, full of peace here-s-but it isn't that
way any place else,

Free Speech
Dear Editor,
What had the air of an informal chat in Mrs.
Woodhouse's living room proved to be an interesting gathering to the group of students present. I,
personally, am grateful for the opportunity
of
meeting a congresswoman
who has made such a
fine liberal record. Mrs. Woodhouse's talk made

•

the vital issues of government appear real and not
confined to academic discussion. I, as a future voter, am only too glad to take an active part in the
November elections by supporting
Mrs. WOOd-,
house in her fight for progressive government.
Sincerely yours,
Ina Dube '49

Why, I just simply THREW

USSA Aims To Develop Active I
And Informed Student Group

Round -Table

myself

together.

(;alendar

Sponsored by
by Bunny Leith·Ross
student
opinion and transformRELIGIOUS
FELLOWSmP
.There seems to be a great deal ing this opinion into effective acThursday, October 24
of confusion and misunderstandtlon, almost everyone agreed that
Lawrence Memorial Lecture--Dr.
Carl Friedrich
ing on campus as a result of the the former was more important
......................
__
.... 8:00 Auditorium
first USSA meeting.
No one for the chapter on this campus. Dear Editor,
knows quite what the function of This decision rested on the asI think the Religious Weekend
USSA is or what it stands for. sumption that those girls on cam- speaker should endeavor to give
SaturdaY,Ocrober26
Some girls think that it is just a pus who would transfer
their a brief outline of the three main
Service League Informal Dance
_ 8:00·12:00, Knowlton
bunch of liberal idealists and oth- opinion
into
effective
action branches of religious belief. Too
ers believe that it is a group of would go ahead and do so as in- many of us are ignorant and even
Sunday, October 27
well-organized
communists
who divlduals, if not as members of an narrow-minded
in regard to the
Vespers-Justin
Wroe Nixon, speaker
7:00, Chapel
are trying to force radical plans organization such as USSA, sim- other fellow's religion,
for we
on an unwilling membership.
A ply because they knew what they have been brought up to believe
Tuesday, October 29
few girls (both members and non- believed and what they warited to a certain set of ideas and seldom
Convocation-Harlow
Shapley
4 :20 Auditorium
members)
who felt that some. do about it.
make any attempt to find out
thing should be done about these Discussion Groups
what anyone else thinks.
conflicting
opinions
of USSA
If our speaker could summarIt was also felt, however, that ize the main points of each rellgathered in Mary Harkness last th ere are many girts
" I on campus gton, it would make
us more
Tuesday night to try to clarify who a r e v er y mu c h Int e r e sted In
" aware of the feelings of others,
the Issues. The following is an cu rren t affaiIrs, b Ut W h 0 d on 't and it would also promote reliattempt to integrate the various k n ow J" us t h ow th ey san
t nd 0 cer- gious thought among the student
facts and ideas which were ex· taln
d
F or thiIS reason Iit body. Since I believe that more
am Issues.
pressed.
was suggested that the. USS~ pro- religious thought is essential to
Established
1916
What USSA Stands For
gram should emphasize
dIS?US. the welfare of the student body, I
Publlshed
by
the
students
of
Connecticut
every Wednesday
The first question
was, Just SlO~lgroups rather than organized hope that something of this sort throughout the college year from September to JuneCollege
except during mid-years
and vacations.
'
what does USSA stand for? The action, but that the officers of the may be discussed.
Entered as second-class matter August 5, 1919 at the Post Offlce at New
Constitution of the United States chapter
should
have
channels
* '" *
London, Connecticut, under the act of March 3, 1879.
Student Assembly states that the available for those members who
In connection with
Religious
purpose of the USSA chapter is to did wish to take any action.
Fellowship weekend, I feel that
__
."~D
1"O't ....... I"I....... L .... V•• T'.' .... ..,
develop
an
informed
student
The group agreed that in order now more than ever we should
Member
opinion on critical issues facing to. develop
informed
student stress
the importance
of going
National AdvertWnc Serville, Inc.
society today; to transform
this opmion it is necessary to have as beyond -a personal religion to a
Associated
Collegiate
Press
c.u••• PII",""", RtI/W.,.., .....
opinion into effective action along many sides of the picture pre- religion which recognizes its re4.0 MADI.ON AVE.
NEW YO"K, N. Y.
Intercollegiate
Press
."nCl
TOI • Lei "1111.1 ••
'AI 'IAICIM.
democratic,
progressive
lin e s , sen ted as possible.
All students
sponsibility
to society and will
now and after the war; and to co- who are interested
in current concern itself with the welfare
operate with, and support, other world problems should come to of people as a whole. Let us try
organlzatlons
seeking the same these
Editorial
Staff
. discussions and contribute
to re 1ate our philosophy of life,
goals, by procedures
similar to t h en- ideas.
.
Edltor-ln·Chlef: Sally Radovsky '47
our re Iigious beliefs to the presManaging Editor" Roberta Mackey ~48
those set forth in this Constltu- Exchanging Opinions
ent day world. I think religious Associate Editor: Anne Ferguson '47
Feature Edttor. Rita Hursh '48
tion.
Such meetings will be meaning- groups should be more concerned Senior Editor: Ellen Hasson '47
Exchange Editor: Gloria Reade '48
The Constitution
also states ful only if divergent
points of with social problems in order to News Editor: Iris Herbits '48
President's Reporter: Edlth Manasevlt '49
that all chapters shall abide by view are expressed.
Each Indivl- see the relationship between eco- ~~~a,1s~ent Editors:
Art Editor: Jane Cope '47; -Music Editor: Helen Crumthe following standards:
"1) Pro- dual has his own beliefs and his nomics and religion, medicine and
Reporter~: Helene Sulzer '48, Jean Hemmerly '47 Rhoda Meltzer '49, Clare
vision shall be made for the direct own ideas about how we can best religion.
49, Norma Johnson '49 Grace Lurton '49 Marjorie Byck '49, Mar;,
expression of the ideas of all go about solving the problems of
We try to separate our beUefs Willard
Meagher '49, Jan Coakley '49, Mare:aret Reynolds "48 Naomi Gaberman '4 ,
members.
Open discussion shall ]the world, and no two individuals
into conveniently neat units un- ,na Dube '49, Margar~t Farnsworth "1'49,JuUa Cooper '47, Elizabeth Leith-R,~~S
48, M. Patrici/f Dole 48, Jo Leary '50 Sharon McLean '49 cynthia Carey ,r::.fI'
be encouraged. There shall be no entirely agree. One point must be der such titles as philosophy, poll- Mary
Bundy 50, Gaby Nosworthy '50 Nancy Yanes '50 Teddy Flynn <lU,
recourse to smear or rumor cam. kept in mind, however, and that is tics, and religion, each to be pro· Nancy Schermerh?rn '49 Joan Tracy '50: Christine Holt '50,' Phyms Robins :~,
Maua~euit 50, Po 1ly Green '50 Marlon Koenlti '48 Barbara Earnest 'SO'
paigns. 2) A member is not re- that although each person might jected upon the world at large as Anita
Eve Yoars 50, Vlrltinla Hargrove 150 Ann RussUla '50 Nancy Budde
•
Barbara
Blaustein '50, Janet Baker '50~
'
qUired to take action on a group feel that he knpw~ the ~swer,
"personal opinion."
Or we bury
Art Staff: Jane Cope '47, Rona Glassman '50
decision with which he does not the exchange
of Ideas will be ourselves in some self·concocted
agree, but he must not interfere fruitless
unless each participant
illusion that "the world is lovely,
Bnsiness
Staff
with the carrying out of that de- is willing to keep an open mind and I am lovely too."
No, inte·
cision by the majority.
3) Mem· and effect a rethinking
of her gration is our key word today. If
Buslness Manager: Vera Jezek '47
bel'S shall be honest with each opinions after a careful weighing we believe in the creation of One
,~~a~a~ji~~eWTjhjej'47,~5eolma
W~iner '49, Ann Shellabarger so'49'Ert::~~~
d"
e een
MarlOn Durgin 50 Pat Grable'
, . thla
other concerning their ideas their of all the evidence brought
to World, let us recognize the neces· W
Kr?a?ft,~, AEddneeBRUSCh
'~Q1-.PhyiUs Robins '50, Laurel Barker '50, CY~'50,
loyalties,
and their aflili~tions. light. There is no place in an edu- sity to correlate our theories and
, u rey
oman nu, Eve Yours '50 Joan Mapes '50 Nancy For '5()
~oanne Borden '50, Joann Stephens '50 Gloria Grlmason '50 'Ruth Fanelli .fIJ'
4) All decisions should be arrived cational institution
of any kind beliefs in order to discern chan. Meorgene
Nock '50, Marilyn Raub '50' Mat11yn Crane '50 Barbara Bauer eY
at by a democratic procedure and for a person who stubbornly ad- nels for constructive action.
p~krinJ~~
Redman '50, Janet Baker '50, Mary Elizabeth Sefton '50, Nan
shall be representative
of the heres to his "cherished"
beliefs.
_Editor's note: See the reference
Advertising Managers: Marie Hickey '47 Barbara Otis '47
7
opinion of the group concerned." Just a~ our own society is forever to the Book of the Month on the
tdvertJSlng Staff: Virginia Giesen '48 Frances O'Neil '49 Marna Seaman
changmg, so must we be able to Religious Fellowship
bull e tin
oan Sanger 'SO, Sylvia Moore '50 Dorothy Warren '50 Mary Lou Oellers '47'
Development of Student Opinion
modify our attitudes so that they board in the library. One God, by Jean Mulvaney '50, Barbara Cook 150, Jacqueline Dorrance '47, Janet PinkS .
The discussion turned to the meet the demands of the present. Mary Fitch, is an excellent introCirculation Managers: Dorothy Dismukes '47 Edith Lechner '47
problem of how USSA could funcPlans are being made for an- duction to an understanding
of
~iC~~~~tesf~~~::~ot~~
bnli~ry'i8Wi~~~ ~~egIi~~~'a~ar~,
tion most .~ffectively 011this cam- other USSA meeting in October. the three basic faiths in America;
A~n
'soary Shjjellabarger '50, Janet Buist ~500'
Youpus. Of the two purposes
of The topic for discussion will be Judaism,
Catholicism, and Pro. SIOCU~a~O
man'50 M til
'
:L..Mar yn Crane '50 Helen Eighmy '5 , ~
Geral~
USSA, i:leveloping an informed a'nnolinced·later.
testantism.
dine Foo'te ~so yAnRawub 50, Elizabeth' Wallace '50 Shlrley Hossack '50,
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"It doesn't matter
how right
yOU think you are! Don't quibble
about it. Just learn these few
basic rules
and always
apply
them and you'll never be sorry."
These words are used by a
bridge-fan
when instructing
an
incredulous neophyte.
The Inltlate is told to remember
that in
the great majority
of instances
these rules apply. The exceptions
are few aJ?d far between.
.
Never bid on a three-card suit!
Never lead away from an ace!
Never lead up to strength! Never
neglect to return your partner's
lead! !here are others. The inexarabilIty of these rules may be
question~d a~ tiI?es b.ut for general practise It IS wise to learn
them and play by them.
Don't Quibble

"It doesn't matter how right
you think you are! Don't quibble
about it. Just learn this basic rule
and always apply it and YOU'll
never be sorry." These words are
spoken by human beings in gen.
eral to an individual human being,
and are an introduction
to the
laying down of an inescapable
and fundamental
rule of conduct.
Never
tell anyone
about the
dream you had the night before.
In the great majority of instances
this rule applies, The exceptions
are few and far between.
It is distressing to realize that
people are just not interested in
your dreams. It may be because

I

'"
Well, you see, It was just
the most amazing experience and
here I was at the beginning of the
dream, walking down towards
Holmes hall at three-ten
and
suddenly I wasn't walking towards Holmes hall anymore, and
yet I was, you know that strange
sort of feeling? It's rather hard
to explain, and all of a sudden
Marion Bardwell came walking
by (you don't know her but she's
a girl I used to play dolls with
when I was about six-I
haven't
even thought
about her since
then) and Marion and I were in a
sailboat off Key West, but sud.
denly it wasn't Marion any more
but somebody whose face I'd never seen.
And we were looking down in.
to the water which was all black
d
an . swirling ~nd fantastic-well,
we Just couldn t stop looking at it
and then a porpoise jumped up
out o! the wateT and do you know
who It was. , . it was that strange
~a~ that I sat next to on the
tram last weekend and then ...
th~n what happened? ... I can't
quite remember ... but it was the
yery best part, .. now, what was
It ... oh, yes ... I remember
now. . .
Mushroom Soup and Lemonade
Then I was walking down a little si d
e SI e street in New York and I
had an insane desire for a cup of
mushroom soup and a glass of
lemonade-can
you imagine-so
I
walked into a White Tower and
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Juniors Greet Rita Hursh To Direct Series
New Students Of Student Radio Broadcasts
At Buck Lodge
seRita Hursh '48 Is the director
of a new series of radio programs
titled Amerlca's 1II1161c.'The
rJes will consist of short blograby Pat Dole
phies of native composers from
Although Friday afternoon was
Revolutionary
times to the presgray and a cool wind swept gusts ent day. These sketches \Yi.U be
01 rain back and forth. the juniors accompanied by performances
of
tramped doggedly down the slippery paths of the arboretum,
It
had been decided at the last junior
class meeting to give an entertainment from 4:20 to 6:00 on October 18 in Buck lodge so that the
'48ers could get to know the new
members of their class and so
that the transfers
might feel
more at home here at Connectfcut.
Some of the raln-soaxed
girls
were carrying jugs of cider, boxes
of doughnuts,
and paper cups;
and others were coming along to
join in the fun, There was a moment of dismay when the key
could not be found, but luckDy
someone brought it a few minutes later, and the eager group of
girls hurried inside.
Soon they had a fire blazing
and the musty, woody smell of
Buck lodge itself was mingled
with the smell of smoke and dry.
ing coats. The lanterns that hang
from the ceiling were lighted with
RITA HURSH '48
some difficulty, but successfully,
and the room became friendly and their works, Each Friday. from
warm,
October 25 until December 13, the
By this time more juniors had programs may be heard over the
arrived
and
the
lodge
was Palmer radio station, WNLC, at
crowded with girls drInking cider, 4:00 p.m.
See UPartylJ-Page 8
The production
will include

_____________

American Far East
Policy Discussed
At Soong Meeting

Ann Perryman '49, narrator, Rita
Hursh '48, script writer and dlreetor, Mrs. Eleanor Cranz of the
music department.
advisor,
and
Barbara Kite '48, publicIty chair-

man.
All four classes are represented
by the performers
who will
be
Doris Lane '47 and Jane W assen '50, sopranos; Joann Cohan
'SO, Jean Templeton '48, Mary
Jane Coons '48, Susan Rippey '47,
Shirley
Icholson '48, and Rita
Hursh '48, plaolsts; and the college ensemble
whose members
are Marion Walker '49, violtn,
Shirley Corthell '48, oboe, Helen
Crumrine '48, flute, and Mary
Jane Coons '48, cello.
The initial program on October
25 wlll Introduce the music
of
Frances Hopkinson whose songs,
My Days Have Been So wondrous Free and Enraptured
I
Gaze When My Delia Is By, will
be sung by Doris Lane. The ensemble will play Oliver Shaw's
Air and Minuet.
The following
week on November 1, Imitations
lor Piano by Benjamin Carr will
be presented by Rita Hursh. Joann Cohan will share the program with an interpretation
of
the Minuet and Gavotte by Alex.
ander Reinagle.
Stephen Foster's music will be
the theme for November 8 when
The Village Festival
will
be
played by the ensemble.
Jane
Wassen will sing the familiar
Jeanie With the Light Brown
Hair, and The Old Folks' Variation, played by Mary Jane Coons
will complete
the week's pra:
gram.
Jean Templeton
will present
the work of Louis Moreau Cotts~alk on November 15, when she
WlU play The Dying Poet. A sentimental song of Henry Russell's
will be offered by Doris Lane.
!,he four remaln.\ng programs
Will provide
further
enjoyment
and will complete a full and carefully selected collection of Amer.
tea's Music.

they impatiently are waiting their
turn to describe
to you their
Students!
dream, infinitely more fascinat- sat down in a chaise lounge (don't
Ing and clever and interesting.
ask me how It got there) and then
suddenly I was transported to my
Faculty!
______________
[room at home and a gond-looklng
lion was sitting at my dressing
by Jean Abernathy
table combing his mane and I
TRY THE
One of the most vital issues of
SAVE
tried to scream but no sound
the day, the problem of American
ARBORETUM QUIZ
would come out.
policy in the Pacific, was the topic
ON PAGE 7
Then I was washing a pair of
of the Second Quadrennial Instiargyle socks on the banks of the
tute of the Mayl~ng Soong FounThames, well this is the best part
dation at Wellesley, October 10·
of all, when all of a sudden I
12 This topic was in line with the
wasn't
on the banks of the
purpose 01 the foundation, which
Thames anymore, and the argyles
is to promote a better knowledge
had changed to .
and general understanding
of the
Far East.
The 'I had the funniest dream
NOV,
15-16
last night let me tell you about it'
Margaret Yamasaki and I were
In the Commuters
room on
Connecticut's two representatives
This year's house presidents in- demon in all of us that cries out
Thursday
evening, Mr. Robert
for
recognition
must
be
curbed.
and
we
enjoyed
the
added
pleasclude four seniors, three juniors,
Luce, executive secretary
of the
are just not interested.
ure 01 staying in the room where
and four sophomores,
They met People
Political
____________________________
the founder of the institute, Mad- New London Citizen's
for their first House of RepresenActJon Committee, explained the
ame Chiang Kal-Chek, lived durtatives meeting on October 15.
str~cture
of that
organization
ing her freshman year at wenes- which has become of major
Joanna Swain '47 was chosen
Imley.
from East house; Jeanne Mershportance in the world today, AlThe
meeting
was
highlighted
by
on '47 from Emily Abbey, Ann Rithough the PAC grew out 01 the
a number of distinguished speakley '47 from Jane Addams, and
CIO·PAC after the 1944 elections
ers including
members
of the
Elizabeth Dutton '47 from Mary
~: Lu~e wished to stress that th~
State
department,
an
officer
of
distribution, or getting a product
Harkness.
CItizen s PAC is an autonomous,
by Roberta l\lackey
the U,N" and members of the facKatherine Noyes '48 was elected
Five Auerbach
majors
heard to the consumer, were considered. ulty of Yale and Columbia uni- not a labor or~anization, and that
Some of the specific topics were
its membershlp
Is made up of
president of Windham, Elizabeth
leaders in the world of finance World Distribution of Food, Tele- versities.
small business and professional
Marsh 48, presiden t of Katharine
men and, in general,
interested
Blunt; and Joanne Begg '48, pres· and industry speak at the Boston vision and the Future of Distribu- Policy Formidable to Russians
Conference
on Distribution
on tion, Export Advertising, and the
It is a com.
ident of Freeman.
Mr, Raymond Kennedy, associ· people everywhere,
Sophomore
house
presidents Monday, October 14. The Connec- Trend in Scientlllc Market and ate professor of sociology at Yale, pletely non-partisan organization
ticut girls were the only women's Product Research.
are Gertrude Bolte, Blackstone;
brought forth in his lecture the he said, to which members of
At a banquet at noOn the West· point that our policy in the Pacific and every political party may beEstelle Parsons, Branford;
Joan college students present at this,
Armstrong,
Plant;
and Phyllis the opening day of the most im- ern Hemisphere Award for Dis- viewed
through
Russian
eyes long.
Nectow, Winthrop.
portant economic conference of tinguished Service was presented might seem as formidable as the Committee Grown
to Assistant Secretary
of State Russian poUcy seems to us. This
Vinal, Thames,
Grace Smith, the year.
Since
the 1944 election
in
and North will be represented by
Sacrificing all for economics. Sprullle Braden. Mr. Braden then involves the problem of our is· which the PAC was relatlveiy In.
their house juniors
until
they Sally Carpenter,
Jand bases, Mr. Kennedy said; and
Miriam Ward, delivered a speech on Arbitration
Slgmflcant,
the COmmittee
has
have elections sometime
before Virginia Giesen, Joan Dimmitt, in Inter·American Affairs.
Mr. Grayson Kirk, professor
of
grown
~o
such
an
exten
t,
Mr.
Winthrop
Aldrich,
Chairman
of
government
at Columbia,
ex·
Christmas vacation.
and Sally Ward, all '48, rose from
Luce saId, that such writers
as
their comfortable beds at five in the Board of the Chase National pressed the opinion that these is- Westbrook Pegler and the Hearst
Bank and President of the Inter· lands would be of Iittle use to us
the
morning.
They
were
picked
First Kroll Concert is
Press take notice of its stand and
up at their houses by Mr. Leslie national Chamber of Commerce, as offensive bases in modem war- are apprehensive
of its action
also
talked
at
the
banquet.
His
fare but that we were keeping The PAC, Mr. Luce asserted
Tuesday, November 5, Beebe to be driven to the station
in'
subject
was
International
Ecothem for defensive purposes, that
time to catch the milk train to
tends to shake political partl~s t~
Iu Palmer Auditorium in
Boston, and arrived there just in nomic Policy and the Future of is to keep the Russians .from get- their foundations
and to make
The Kroli String Quartet will time to revive themselves with a Business.
ting them.
~~e
voter aware of his responsibll.
Another luncheon speaker was
present a series of three
pro· few cups of coffee. At 9 :15 sharp
Itl,es. ~e pointed out that all con.
Butcher, Cooperation Urged
grams of chamber music in Pal· they presented themselves at the the Honorable Herbert
to the organization
Mr. Ralph Bunche, Director of tributlons
M.P.,
who
spoke
on
Future
Trade
mer auditorium on Tuesdays, No· Statler hotel for the first meeting.
both personal and financial ar~
the Division of T r u s tee s hip,
Relations
Between
Great
Britain
vember 5, 12, and 19 at 8:30 p.m.
Actual problems
of business
'
explained
how voluntary.
These performances
are being were discussed by the men pres· and the United States. l\1r. But- United Nations,
Although
non·partisan
in
its
the
system
of
trusteeship
could
cher
Is
Chie!
Whip
for
the
Liberal
given under the auspices of the end. The very large attendance
the PAC does endorse
ationa! Party in the House of work if the nations would cooper- stru~ture.
Connecticut
College
music de- and trend of the conversation
Such cooperation, however, candIdates who are found to be in
of ate.
partment with ,the cooperation of proved to the students
that the Commons and Vice-President
at present,
he accord with the PAC after there
alional Chamber of Trade looks doubtful
the Coolidge Foundation
of the study of economics is a practical the
has been an examination
of their
added.
of
Great
Britain,
Library of Congress.
Miss Zosia thing used in everyday bUSIn~S
Mr. John carter Vincent, Direc· ~or~.
The Committee, Mr. Luce
The girls returned
to college
Jasynowicz of the music depart· considerations.
They were 1m·
ment will assist the quartet
in pressed to hear phrases that had with a feeling for the actual prob- tor of the Omce of Far Eastern saJd, IS particularly interested In
AJIairs, Department
of State, legIslation for FEPC, free labor
this series.
heretofore
seemed confined to lems of the businessman and the tried to explain the reasons for
ons, tolerance, and the exer.
knowledge
that
the
study
of
ecoTickets for each performance
textbooks used as living and perclse of one's constitutional
rights.
some
of
the
inconsistencies
in
our
nomics
is
of
practical
use
to
any·
may be purchased
at one dollar tinent facts.
See American Pollcy"-Page
{)
See "Luce"-Page
7
one
In
the
world
of
business.
apiece from the "mUSiC depart·
. All phases of the problem of
ment or at the box office. .

I

Sophs, Juniors and
Seniors Elect New
House Presidents

International

R. Luce Discussed

Week·End

Structure of PAC
Thursday Evening

Students at Conference Hear
Business Problems Discussed

any

u:u

U
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Instructor In
French Is New
Arrival In US
by Sharon l\'IcLean
Among the new additions to the
Connecticut
college faculty this
y,ear is M. Andre de Mandach
who is an instructor
in the
French department.
Besides
being a new figure on the Connecticut campus
this year, M_ de
Mandach is also a newcomer to
the United States, having only arrived here from England
last
August 24.
M, de Mandach
was born in
Bern, and he received his secondary education in Germany, and
then returned to Switzerland
to
study at the University of Bern,
and the University of Geneva. M.
de Mandach later went to the University of Paperujia
in Italy to
study languages, art and painting.
In 1942 M. de Mandach went to
France to study at the University

of Lyons at Lyons. Lyons at that
time was in the unoccupied zone.
M, de Mandach, being of Swiss
origin, was a neutral and not actively concerned with war.
However, living in close association with the French students
and the professors, he could not
be oblivious to the realities of
war. The resistance
movement
was being organized at that time
and M. de Mandach remarked
that many of the French students
and their professors participated
quite actively in the movement.
M, de Mandach also made the acquaintance
of Professor
Andre
Phillips, who was quite prominent
in the underground
movement,
and who is now a minister in the
French cabinet.
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If you ever tind your way to the
third floor of Katharine
Blunt
house, you will find among those
hardy juniors one who goes by
the name of Margaret Yamasaki.
Muggins, as she prefers to be
called, is a friendly little brunette
from Honolulu, Hawaii, whose radiant personality is immediately
evident.
She will welcome you
warmly and tell you some of her
impressions of the United States,

~
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SWEATERS
CARDIGANS
IN

.
joined by a brother and a slst:r
who have also come to c?lleg~s in
the United States. Her SIster IS at
Mount Holyoke and her brother,
who served with the infantry
in
E urop e , is now at Harvard.
Margaret's studies are based on
a major in social work.
After
ti
she will return
to
gra dua IOn
Honolulu and hopes to do group
social work.
Life in Honolulu is mUdc~ likte
the United States, accor ing
0
Margaret, except that things are
much more easy-going there. She
says, "We practical~y lived a nature life," She claims that the
Hawaiian climate is ideal, as it
never goes much above seventyfive degrees, even in summer. In
her own words, "Life speeded up
considerably" in Honolulu during
the war with its resulting influx
of Americans, so she is somewhat
used to seeing us continually on
the run,
On her way to New London,
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never
can changing
see enOugh
You
York. The
se of t New
pressed her most, but ~sons un.
they are too short.
lI~e says
winter in our more north r first
I mate was something
of er~ elIpointment.
She had expe~e~l~apof snow. Accordmg to all th Qt,
views ho
h
e Pre.
t .'
wever, t e sqUirrels ar
s ormg more acorns than usu/
and we should have snow sr
I,
galore to ple
- orrm
Margaret.
ase our Hawaiian
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Muggins ~aw mUch of the ~
try, and SInce then has b
COUn.
Ing to her knowledge of e~n add·
United States looks like b~ at the
.
.
"
J. tray 1
mg
In a vague sort of wa "
e.
agrees with most of Us t~~ She

Kaplan's Luggage Shop
and Travel Bureau
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100% PURE WOOL
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NEW LONDON'S MOST POPULAR
GIFT STORE

furnishing, in addition, several interesting facts about her activities this summer.
With Jean Whitman '47, Charlotte Greenfield '47, and representatives from thirty-three
states
and from Syria, Persia, Sweden
and Czechoslovakia, she spent six
weeks in Watkins
Glen, New
York, at the headquarters of the
:.t Lisle Fellowship. Four days each
:.: week she worked in different
towns in the Finger Lake region.
:,.',With a pleased, reminiscent grin
::: on her face, Muggins related that
she milked cows, pitched hay, and
(: lpicked strawberr-Ies. The purpose
of this fellowship is the development of individuals by contact
with different cultures, To Mar'J garet it gave a heart-warming affirmation of our cherfshed demo:~ cratic ideals. Instead of intolerance of her Japanese-American
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MARGARET

Return to Switzerland
Later M. de Mandach returned
to Switzerland and obtained his
Doctor's degree at the University
of Neuchatel. His thesis, Moliere
and the Comedy of Errors, was
received most favorably in Switzerland, and was reviewed in the
London Times,
Having obtained his degree, M.
de Mandach stayed on at the University of Neuchatel as an assistant professor until he came to the
United States.
M_ de Mandach wishes to help
cement the international bond between the United States and Con&
tinental Europe. He says, "I think
Jewelers SInce 1865
inSTATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS we can organize a successful
NOVELTIES
ternational
team only if it is
based on the teamwork
in all
Watch and Jewelry Repair
fields, particularly the intellectual
State Street
field. The League of Nations collapsed politically, but its intellectual institutions
have survived.
The United States and Great Britain plan to strengthen
the Intellectual and political
bonds be&
tween themselves
on one hand,
and the European
countries
on
Complete Dry Cleaning
the other, They intend to accornand Laundry Sen-ice
plish this through the country of
Switzerland.
Therefore, Switzer• Cold Storage
land is in a strategic position, I
hope to cooperate and be a small
• Rug Cleaning
link in the bridge of international
relations
between
continental
Z-6 MONTAUK AVENUE
Switzerland
and the Un I ted
PHONE 8817
States."
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acceptance.

Americans as Individuals
After living with different families in each of the towns in which
she worked, Muggins came upon
an interesting discovery. Before
her arrival in the United States
Muggins had only thought of
Americans in general terms. This
summer she found that they are
all types of people.
To learn of life in the United
States was one of her reasons for
leaving the University of Hawaii
a~d coming here to school. Her
hIgh school principal came from
Hartford, which is one of the rea.
so~s wh,Y, after a semester at the
Umverslty of Wisconsin, Marga.
ret chose to come to Connecticut.
Last
month
Muggins
was

"
ALL WOOL AND PART WOOL
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Friedrich
<continued

from

Page

One)

government
and history.
He became a full professor in 1936. At
present he is chairman of the
Committee of Higher Degrees in
Political Economy
and Government, a faculty
member of the
Graduate School of Public Administration,
and director
of the
School for Overseas
Administra-

tion.
An experienced
lecturer,
Dr.
Friedrich is the author of nine
books, including Responsible Bureaucracy. Constitutional
Govern-

ment and Democracy, and Warthe Causes, Effects, and Control
of International
Violence.
He is
also a contributor
to the Atlantic
MontWy,
Harper's
magazine,
Life, the Saturday Review of Literature, and the (London) Political Quarterly, and the editor of
Public Policy-the
Year Book of
the Graduate School of Public Ad·
ministration
(Harvard
univer-sity), 1940·1942; Studies in Systematic Political Science, 1932-1942;
and Studies in the Control of Radio Broadcasting,
1940.

DANTE'S
For Spaghetti with Mnshrooms

CONNECTICUT

American Policy
(Continued

from

POKe Three)

policy and was optimistic of the
future.
Mr. Adolph A. Berle Jr., former
Assistant Secretary of State
in
a.n informal discussion at a r~eptIon following his lecture
expressed his own private opinion
that Russia had reached the same
phase that France did under
apo'eon and that Germany did under Hitler and that unless drastic
measures were taken war would
be inevitable.
One rather Interesnng fact that
we observed made at the meeting
was the rather strong conservative attitude of the audience in
general. This we found a marked
contrast to the more liberal spirit
prevalent here at Connecticut.
The meeting
on the whole
proved to be a valuable experience, especially as the student
representatives had the opportunity to meet and question
the
speakers who were all experts on
some phase of the problem in the
Far East.
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IT
A1
Inifi rmary P ouent ~~as most
As Much Fun as Week- Ender
which loomed in the future as a
"Yes. I had a wonderful time." dreadful prospect turns out to be
This response. usually reserved a lot of fUD. All those who some
for returners-from-a-weekend,
Is day find it necessary to pay a visoften adopted by students
who it there should be confident that
have recentJy returned trom a vts- they wlll receive good care and

by Rila Hursh

it to the infirmary.
For. as this
that, have
like a the
week-ender,
wonderful
time.
writer can testily, there is noth- will

they

Ing I1ke the friendly and homey

course "ID provide a base on
which men who plan to specialize
later may buUd, but that the
"water-light division" of students
at the outset of their college eareers Into groups of those who
are destined to go into the sci·
ences as distinct from those lao
beled "non-science"
students
is

"highly undesirable."

~~~~~~~iji
(

aLmosphere of 146 Mohegan Avenue to trnprove one's spirits as
well as one's health.
FRL OCT. U _ !IO';. OCT. !8
The M.lcbtl~t !-For.l
Sbow
A dark and dreary day It Is
In Our m.tory!
when the ill college student.
GI\.R \' COOPER - .rEAN ARTHUR
In "THE
PLA..1N"a.\lA..'""
weighted down with the cares of
__
JUT NO. ! -the world, decides to give up the
Dorothy
Lamour
Ray Mliland
"THE
J NGLE
PRINCESS"
ghost and depart for the inflrrnTUES. OCT. U _ THUBS_ .OCT. ai
ary. Once there, she discovers
ew York, N. Y. (I.PJ-The
re- "EARl ... CARROLL SKETCHBOOK"
CODtita.n~e Moore, WilHam iUarsh..u.lI
suddenly that all worries cease cently released report written by
r-jus
while she is under the benevolent Columbia University's Committee
un~"l)EZVOUS
WITH :\...
.......
1'Io'TE"
Eddie Albe.rt _ Fa,) e Marlowe
care of the staff of capable on College Plans, entitled "A Col_
c.mJn~nurses.
"'Lady Eve" a.nd "Lucky Jordan"
lege Program in Action," marks
The unpleasant
things often new steps forward, notably in the
found in a hospital, are complete- fields of science and the humanly lackIng here. In the infirmary ities.
WAR1\'"ER
the patient is treated like a queen.
The report, written exclusively
BROS.
She is allowed to lie luxuriously
for Columbia college, the underin bed, and, once she becomes graduate liberal arts college for
Starts Wed. Oct. 23, 1946
used to it, she finds going to sleep men of the university,
reaffirms
John Oarnere - Geraldine
at 9:00 p.m. every evening an ex- the
necessity
for
the
early
FltzRerald
tremely pleasant experience. The grounding of the college student
"Nobody
Lives Forever"
food, brought to her on a tray. is In the three great divisions of anPlus _ ''Blondle Knows nest"
delicious, colorful, and plentiful. clent and modern learning:
sciEven the bitter tasting
cough ence, social science, and the huWig and Candle entertained
a medicine seems quite tasty when manitIes.
Starts Sun. Oct. 27, 1946
multitude of prospective
mem- Mrs. Roberts, the nurse, refers to
The
recommendation
which
Andrea King - Helmut Danttne
bers in a most auspicious atmos- it as nectar from the gods.
would break through
boundary
"Shadow of A Woman"
phere last Thursday night, Octolines in science to provide an lntePlus "Little 1"Ilhu~ 81g"
Studying
Discouraged
ber 17. The members and visitors
grated two-year course in the naToo much studying is dfscour- tural sciences, starred by teachers
sat on Palmer stage for the meetaged, and instead there is a fabu- prepared
iog.
to give competent
In..,,,,,,..,,:,,,,,,,,,,a
Sue Studner, president of Wig lous library of mystery novels to struction in the complete course, ~"""""",,,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,
soothe
the
ailing
student's
mind.
and Candle, welcomed the guests.
rather than In one division of sel'\'
As she Introduced the committee Some girls wish to disregard this ence, is probably the most strik- ;
heads, each one stood up and put ruling, however, and the result is Ing phase of the report.
~
.
.
in a plug for her committee. They a furor, such as that caused by
As a result, the committee reo ; Now Sh01v,ng End! Fr,.
were: Edie Aschaffenburg, stage A. B. Riley '47 when she insisted commends that "a specially con·;
James Mason Is Bnck In
crew; Wally Blades, lighting; upon taking notes from ten books strueted and well·lntegrated two- ,"T1-1EY WERE SISTERS"
in
preparation
for
a
paper.
Music
Jeanie Steifel and Jackie Greenyear course in the natural
sci- ~ ..PlUS M!chnel
students find it possible to com- ences be a required course for all ~ L1\RCENY ~
blatt, props; Maggie Farnsworth,
make-up;
Frannie Norton, cos· bine studying with taking medl· students who are candidates for a ; Starts Scll.--One Big Week.
tumes; Sally Carpenter, scenery; cine for they learn their sym- degree
.from' Columbia
college, ~ Colbert - Goddard - Tufts
~
quite
irrespective
of whether
; V. Lake-S. Hayden-M. Carroll ~
Estelle Parsons,
publicity;
Iris phony themes while gargling.
Surprisingly
enough,
the In~ such students plan to enter one ,"SO PROUDLY WE HAD.,'"
Herbits, business; Carol Conant.
social; and Peg Inglis, reading.
firmary brings out the poetry in of the scientific professions or,
"BAHAMA PASSAGE"
,
people, and not a few poems ha.Te not." It adds that the required
;
:
Tour of Auditorium
I;] """"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"t:!
been produced there. Pernaps it
After the business
meeting, Is because most of them do nol
four of the committee heads took contain deep philosophical reflec·
their company around on a tour tIons that they have not come to
of the auditorium.
Sue Studner the attention of the public. One
showed the building to Miss Ha- of these couplets is the product of
zelwood, advisor of the club, who Terry Munger '50:
was president in 1932. Each group
"Being sick with a cold 1.0 the
was shown the professional-lookhead
ing dressing rooms and make-up
ALTllOU@H BASJ(ETllALlIS
room down underneath the stage. Means lying around with toast·
rilE ONLYAMERICAN-BOlt"
crumbs in bed."
They saw the huge lighting board,
MAJOIt SPOI{f IT WAS
The nurses - Miss Mallalieu,
which controls all the footlights
and the overhead lights, and the Mrs. Roberts, Miss Fraser, Mrs.
PLAYED IN 75 COUN1l\?[S
Dr. Leonard do their
ropes which pull all the curtains Borges-and
BEFOJ\E nJE WA~
utmost to make their
patients
and three rows of teasers.
Working
quietly
The guides led theIr charges up comfortable.
flight after fiight of winding stair- and efficiently, they have always
ways. At the top was the space a word of sympathy and cheer for
between the ceiling of the audito- their charges. And as the student
extend a
rium and the roof. There was no leaves, they jokingly
real fioor, only a network of cat- warm invitation for a future visit.
walks, by which they could make
So the visit to the infirmary
their way over to the spotlights.
From there they could look out
high over the auditorium.
The group was honored by a
ARRANGE YOUR
walk through the Green Room.
PARTIES
whIch is used to entertain impor·
tant performers
and guests 01
at the
C.C.'s productions.
When they
had become acquainted with the
••• AND TI1E ~tCO~.D
LIGHTHOUSE INN
whole of the auditorium,
they
CROWD 1'0 SEE A
were shown to room 202, where
Private dining room tor banquets
6AMi: IS :1.3,000
.••
and parties with the beat food
Carol Conant, head of the social
in the nicest atmosphere
committee,
served
cider
and
Ai PE,PING,CHINA

Study of Science,
Humanities Urged
In Columbia Plan

GARDE

Dramatic Society
Gives Tour, Holds
Meeting on Stage

~,n

.S~:8e~tii~!
..

01l1@

Terrific
mntali'ter
Dry perfume
makes your
favorite
Roger & Gallet
fragrance
go farther.
Its
tantalizing scent is released
g'radually when patted directly on warm skin. A dash
in the hem of your dance
dress fllls the air with fade ...
less perfume. Doused inside
your blouse, the effect is
really terrific! Use it regularly-in
all ways-just
like
liquid perfume.
Six exciting ,cent.
••. Nightof Delight
•. Fleur, d 'AmQur.•
Blu"Cern"tion .•
J"de .. Send/llwOO<:l
."d Violette, priced

.$1.25.

IN Bf&-TfM'E $I\SlCfTBAll.

,,-----

NEW DECORATED COCKTAIL

doughnuts.

There was a chance for those
who were interested after this enlightenment to sIgn up tor the various committees.

IN 1935

LOUNGE

New London 4331

Rooms

"l'lIt fAMOUS SPALDING

lAST-BID' lMSI(U

IlALL

• • TlItST WITIf COAC'H£S
AND PLAYER;; ALI/(E

• HAVE YOU HEARD ...
Th

J- d 'N Jill Radio Program - Saturday - 12:00
e u y WNLC Your Agent (or Jndy'
Jill Suits
.
Noon and Dresses Is

bernards
253 Stote

R0 G E R & GA LL ET

Street

~/'./~~./'./'-~~~~'--"-"~~...N

NEW LONDON

~ r_
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Old Barn Converted Into New

GYMANGLES

Style Center
by Anne Russillo
Two ex-Army

by Pat Robinson

Hayride
In addition
to the informal
dance on Saturday,
October 26,
there will be a hayride followed
by refreshments.
in Buck l~dge
for girls and their dates.
Smce
only 20 couples can be accommodated those who are interested
are urged to sign immediately
on
the bulletin board In the gym.

on the gym bulletin board.
AA is also hopeful of scheduling a game with Pembroke to be
played here on a weekday atternoon in the near future.

Archery
Those girls who are interested
in participating
in the archery
competition
at Mt. Holyoke on
November 9 are asked to sign on
the gym bulletin board.
Class Competitions
Inadvet-tantly,
Wee Flanagan's
Class competitions
are sched- name was omitted from the list of
uled to begin sometime
wi thin new sport heads which appeared
the next week.
Seniors are re- in this column last week. wee,
minded that they must have three who is in the class of '48, is the
periods of class practice
before new head of archery.
they may participate.
Dance Group
Hockey
After holding tryouts on OctoThe hockey team which will go ber 7 and October 14 dance group
to Mt. Holyoke college on Novem- accepted the following
girls as
new members:
Judy Booth 148,
ber 9 will be formed after tryouts
which are to be held soon. The Frances Brigham '49, Doris Eck'50,
date of the tryo~!~ wi~L~posted hardt '50, Ann McWilliams
Jean Mueller
'48, and Beverly
Pierson '48.
1

Holyoke Begins
Trial Program for
Student ConeiI

Olympia Tea Room

South Hadley, Mass. (LP.-A
new counseling program for undergraduates
will be introduced
for a year's trial at Mount Holyoke college this fall, in an experiment designed to coordinate academic and social development, according to Academic Dean Harriet M. Allyn.
Each year, if the experimental
plan is adopted, a new set of
counselors
will be provided for
the incoming class, with a chief
counselor chosen from the faculty who will devote half-time
to
the job, and three or four assistant counselor-s, each assigned to
advise a smaller number of students.
The program
aims to provide
continuity of guidance, and more
individual attention for freshmen
and sophomores,
who have heretofore
been counseled
through
the offices of admissions
and of
the academic dean.
A board of
counselors would be set up, if the
program
is ultimately
adopted,
consisting
of the dean of rest.
dence, the academic dean,. all the
class counselors,
the director
of
admissions, the physician, and the
vocational counselor.
The chief counselor
would retain her post through a complete
four year period although all ordinary academic advice wo-uld be
given, as at present, to juniors
and seniors by a faculty member
of the department
in which the
student
decides to major. Time
will be given by the counselors
for reviewing admissions records,
holding
freshman
week conferences assisting in tentative election of courses, and conferring on
mid-semester
reports.
The experiment
was authorized
for a single year at the time
the faculty approval of the new
curriculum.
If the plan is accepted by the faculty at the end
of next year it may be instituted
for the entire college when the
new curriculum
goes into e1}ect
in September,
1947,

I

MISS

by
SEVENTEEN

Planning
to score with your
favorite quarterback? Plot your
curves carefully with wondrous
"Power Miracle".
Better than
hours of exercise! Whittles waists,
fapers tummies-controls
with a
caress. Girdle, panty, and briefbrief, fashioned with bi-directional stretch. Black, white, or nude
$5 10

$'0

of beUer star.,

l

men

»:

all of the girls of C.C. for

Turner's Flower

n~~Ch~~t':':r':::v
, ;tyles right in their own back
weren t ard

frightened
by the
pr~spect l~f Y Th'eir next job was to fiJ.1da 10stepping into a woman s worm.
.on for the store.
WIth t,he
Three weeks ago Mr. John Turnof Mrs. Cushman and Miss
avasio and Mr. A. R. cushman
P they hunted for weeks un-

~:r

IncorpOrated

Speclallze

Corsages -

i

to a college glrl 5 dreams.
It might have been the froze.n
foods business for the two men If
it hadn't been for some first-hand
advice from the women of th~
family.
Mrs. Cushman ,and her
sister, Miss Ganey, noticed .the
lack of places near Connecticut
where
girls
can buy
college
clothes,
exclusively.
The Idea
seemed very strange to the exlawyer and the exSwift and C:0mpany manager, but they decided
to try it, for they felt that college

Dr. R lee Stresses
o

The Importance 0f
.
A Soun d R eIigIon
In his vespers

address

on Sun'

day, Dr. Otis R. Rice of St. Luke's
hospital, New York, declared tha.t
sound religion and sound medicine go hand in hand, because t h e
seeds of sound religion must be
Iif
sown in a sound emotional 1 e.
Dr. Rice pointed out that at one
time people with mental disorders
were considered insane. He cited
the case of the clergymen
who
visited
a mental
hospital
and
were greeted by the doctor who
explained
that certain
patients
were insane because of an overdose or religion. Today, Dr. Rice
said,
medical
men understand
that these religious fanatics are
merely sick people who are abusing religion just as much as they
are abusing their food, sex, art,
and friends. Clergymen, too, realize that warped religion may easily upset the mental equilibrium
of a high-strung individual.
Dr. Rice classified as dangerous
the religion which increases a person's sense of guilt without any
possible atonement,
and he also
feels religion which leads to escapism is dangerous.
According to Dr. Rice sound reo
ligion contains five factors which
contribute
to mental health.
In
the
first
place,
Christianity
teaches us that even though we
are sinners we are the children of
God and can recognize our poten-I
tialities and difficulties. Secondly,
sound religion helps us to understand and accept the weaknesses
and powers of other people. Dr.
Rice's third point was that sound
religion
brings us together
in
common worship and gives mean"
ing to the world. Fourth, in SOund
religion there is a philosophy of
life which answers many of life's
vital questions.
In conclusion,
sound religion gives us the kind
of resources which we need in
time of stress. Among these reo
sources are the word of God the
sacraments,
rites and services of
the Church, and the powers of
prayer.

in

Fall Decor t'

---

a IOns

Marvel Shop

and Miss Ganey. both of who~
129 State Street
went to art school, knew that th~s
was the right place for their
store.
• Silk Underwear
No sooner was it envisioned
han it was built. The women de• Kayser Hose
t.
the interior, while the men
SIgn~~ work on the architectural
• Negligees
we~ 0 With its rustic walls and
g~;~~~~amed ceiling, the finished
b1
eeded no more than a few
fX~anhioned lanterns and some
0
s
chairs to make the shop
~~~x~~t~~g to wander through as m~"""",,,u,,,,,,,,,,....,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~
0

is any
store.

fashionable

New

York

Telephone

Mr. Cushman says that all he

knows about girls' clothes

they like a lot of them. HIs sisterIn-law, who worked for Tma Les-

James

er in New York, does most of the

Wong,

lh.~r.

Chinese and American
Cooking

buying for the Farms. She goes
to New York to see what's new In
college fashions,
and if they
please her, they are transported

--------------~::::..::.::..::.::..-----

¥,

Red Rose
Restaurant

is that

to Fashion Farms.
F h
The quad-combination
of asnion Farms is waiting to welcome

,

2-2619

The Eating Plaee of
Pleasant Memory

14 Main

se, New

London

-.:::::===

m"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''lBI
.......

B. ALTMAN & CO.
NEW YORK

FIFTH AVENUE

ALTMAN'S(;OI.LEGE SHOP
(;AHRIES ~OUIl (;A~IPUS

l

Here we are again with trunks full of exciting
clothes to wear

,from dorm

to dance

DANTE'S

See them at THE JORDANS

For Spaghetti with
Fried Peppers

November 4th and lith

•
·,1."

l

Nichols & Harris Drug Co.
Your State Street Cosmeticans

•

Monday and Tuesday

Films Developed by Master Photo Finishers

,. 24· I-IOUR SERVICE
PHONE

NEXT TO KAPLANS LUGGAGE SHOP

DRUGS
OONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS
CHECKS
CASHED

•

PRESCRIPTIONS

•

Sh
Op

si., New London

27 Main

opened Fashion Farms, a large, ~an~Y discovered an old motorcomfortable, wood-panelled room til e:arn on Williams street, at
wherein lie S?n;e of the answers ~~l~rds corner. Mrs. Cushman

%

COSMETICS

2 Deliveries to College norms Daily

•

3857

TOILETRIES
CHARGE ACCOUNTS
SOLICITED

Wednesday,

October

23, 1946

co
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OLLECE

grees
In engineering,
physics.
chemtstry.
mathemallcs,
and ge(
OUSbed trom rA,-e 'Tb..rftI)
Ology Is about equal to the number of students
who received
_
such degrees from 1913 to !.MO."
Among the things which PAC
ProL Ktopsteg pointed out that
since it takes eight or nine years learned In Its ellort to carry lhese
to complete the work for a doc- Ideas out, TIlr. Luee said, was that
Evanston, m. (!.P.l-'The
Tech· tor's degree, the members of this education is of the utmost Imporyear's !resIunan class cannot re- tance In arousing
nologtcal Institute of Iorthwesta social conceive such degrees before 1955.
sciousness and an awareness
to
ern University has Lnaugurated a
new program of graduate study
responsibUity
In the Indlvtdual;
in engineering, almed at helplng Mathematics Department and that Internal OrganJtation Is
to relieve the present shortage of
essenttal
for political
elIecUveisiting
research scientists in thIs coun- Entertaining
ness.
try.
Teacher this Evening
In response to the questions
Ovid W. Eshbach, dean of the
The department
of mathemat- which followed the lecture, Mr.
institute. said that the new pro- ics of Connecticut college enter- Luce pointed out that although It
gram calls for the admission of tained the departments
of mathe- Is at present dissatisfied with both
200 graduate students. in addition matics of the University of Con- major political parties, PAC has
to a postwar enrollment of ap- necticut at Storrs. the University no tntentlon of becoming a third
proximately 1,000 students in the of Connecticut at Fort Trumbull. party and that it is not contemundergraduate
departments.
the United States Coast Guard plating
amalgamation
with the
Citizen's Committee
academy, and the
ew London Independent
Studies Offered
or Arts, Sciences and Professions.
StudIes will be offered leading JunJor college this evening.
The party was held In the fac- He also emphasized the fact that
to the Master of Science degree
in chemical, civil, electrical, me- ulty club room in Fannlng. An in- PAC does not have any Iobbyfsta
program
was
high- In Washjngton since it believes
chanical, and industrial engineer- terestlng
of mao that only through people'S moveing, and these will later be ex- Ilghted by a demonstration
groups
WUllam Fttch- ments and not pressure
panded to include work leading to gic by Professor
cheney Jr., chaJrman of the math- will the interests of the people as
the Doctor or SCience degree.
of
or the Unl- a whole reach the attention
A total of 137 courses in 11 ematics department
our
politicians.
verslty
at
Storrs.
fields of study, supplemented
by

Quiz On Arboretum Will Test Research Students
Our Knowledge Of cC's Pride Find ew Program
by Ellen Koster
Try this quiz on your roommate.
What doesn't she' know
abut the arboretum?
What do
you know about it for that matter? If you get a score of 10 you
are wonderful, 8 is fair, and below 7 means that you should in.
vestigate the community in which
you live.
1. Where is the arboretum?
2. What are its boundaries?
3. How old is the arboretum?
4. HoW is the arb 0 ret u m

6. Who takes care of the arbor
etum?
.
7. Who supports
the arboretum?
.
8: May ~iudents and faculty get
th~tr Christmas greens from the
ar oretum?
9. Do you know who donated
the outdoor theatre
and Buck
lodge /nd
the arboretum
entrance.
1~_ What is the arboretum's sclentific purpose?

I

unique?
Answers
5. ~hat
new method of trans1. The main part of the arbor.
pnrtation
has been recently in- etum is west of Williams Str t
stalled in the arboretum?
the entrance
being across ~~
street from the chapel.
2. The arboretum extends from
the entrance, west to the rar side
of the ravine beyond the lake. It
also extends north
to Benham
road and from there east across
the north end of the campus to
the Thames river. During the last
ten years five tracts of land have
been added to the arboretum.
3. This year the arboretum eelebrates its fifteenth anniversary.
4. Our arboretum was the first
one in the country to be devoted
exclusively to a collection of native woody plants.
5. A rowboat has been put on
the pond for students' use. Oars
may be obtained from Buck lodge
by applylng to the botany department.
6. Two men take care of all 200
acres of land. Since it is a place
of beauty for the students to enjoy, It should be their responsibility to pick up papers, and to help
enforce the uno smoking" rule.
Fires are the worst hazard with
which we have to contend.
7. The arboretum is supported
in part by the college, in part by
Connecticut garden clubs, and in
part by private individuals interested in the arboretum.
8. No. Every year people ask
whether they can get theIr Christmas tree there. Dr. Goodwin says,
"It is not only the students that
ask this."
9. The theatre, where Senior
vespers, Class Day exercises, and
other activities are held, and Buck
lodge were donated by the family
of Frances Taylor Buck '32. The
Connecticut D.A.R. gave the arboretum entrance.
10. The arboretum's
main purpose is to get a complete collecLooking forward to that 1m·
tion of all types of woody plants
in the state of Connecticut and
portant week·end? Better slip
neighboring territory. Student: aid
in planting the newly acquired
into a comfortable designed·
property
where the botany defor·juniors Pliantform and get
partment is trying to grow forests, would be appreciated.
The
yourself a slick city figure!
botany department hopes to grow
forest on some of the newly ac·
quired property to the north of
the campus. Student aid will be
solicited next spring to help wit.h
this project.

At

0rth '\

Luce

est ern

graduate
the field of
managementcourses
and inproduction
in
the School of Commerce, will be
offered.
Dean Eshbach announced that
Paul E. Klopsteg, director of research at the institute, will be In
charge of the program.
Commenting on the need tor
more graduate study in science
and engineering,
Prof. Klopsteg
said that American colleges and
universities w111not begin to turn
out scientists at the doctor level
on a prewar scale before 1955.

;==============::=::::::=::::::=::~
DANNY DOYLE'S RESTAURANT

Democratic but Unenllg'htened
"The democratic" but-in
matters of scientific personnel-unenlightened selective service system
reduced to almost nil the number
of men in training
to maintain
and increase the nation's scientlnc capital," Klopsteg said. "Thus
a record crop of research scientists, numbering about as many
as were trained In the entire 27
years before the war, was nipped
In the bud.
"Studies show that the number
of students In this country
who
were prevented by selective servo
ice from achieving doctors' de·

New London's

neloe,t and fined

dining room,

erving

Steaks • Chops • Chicken
Lob ter and Sea Food
91·101 N. BANK STREET
TELEPJIQNE !~U66

Glass

China
Lamps

Silver
Unusual Gifts

L.LEWIS & COMPANY
E.tn.blUhed 1860

State and Green Street.
New London, Connecticut

Seniors
try your hand
at the

6~f~c

1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Vogue's College-to-Career Contest

TJ-II: I:LM TRI:~ INN

Vogue'. 12th

W~ST~RLY, RHODE ISLAND

Prix

de

PariJ

a career after college ....

•

senior who wants

joh-with,poS8ibilities

in fashion, WTiting, merchandising,
tography,

• Colonial Room Cocktail Lounge

advertising ... enter the

art or pho~

Prix.

First prize is. year's job on Vogue, including 6
months in Paris if living conditions

'. Attractive Dining Room

suitable;
honorable

• Excellent Cuisine

jobs

2nd prize. 6 months

House

Conde

F"riU for more information and enrollment bumk

1.0

for

publications:

next·ranking

are gi,ven introductions
agenci~and

Nast

&: Garden, nnd Vogue Pattern

Book. One hundred

ACCEPTED FOR PRIVATE
PARTIES

there are

on Vogue. Teo

mention winners are considered

on other

Clamour,

•
RESERVATIONS

closes its entry lists

November I, 1946.1£ you're.

contestants

to stores, advertising

othermBgazines for job interviews.

Pru de Pari. Director. YU«lU~.420 Lexin«wn Avenue. NnD York 17, N. Y."
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Phoebe Blank and Mary Vance, great faux pas last week and mtsboth '47. returned from their New quoted Mr. Quimby in our Music
Haven trip last week with a fasci- Appr-eciation story so we would
nating story of their new ac- like to print the real story this
quaintance.
Phoebe and Mary week. Mr. Quimby was really
were ushering at the PAC dinner talking about the dim lights in
held for Senator Pepper at" the the recital hall and added jokingHotel Taft. One of the guests who ly that they had not become any
approached them asking for his brighter during Miss Blunt's adMiss Blunt then rereservation calmly announced his ministration.
name-"Wilder,
Thornton." When plied that lighting was not her deOur apologies go to
the girls recovered
from
the partment.
shock of meeting the noted play- Mr. Quimby and Miss Blunt and
wright, they were very impressed our hopes also that they will rorby his friendliness,
especially give our carelessness.

when, noticing their confusion, he
• • •
said gently, "I really don't deserve
Nancy Whitmore, formerly '47,
all this excitement."
entered
Mary Harkness
dining

•

•

•
room at lunchtime on Monday,
We made a October 14, just having returned
from a weekend. When the diamond in her West Point miniature
caught
the sunlight
it was a
Ennis Shop
sunlight. From then on it was a
day to remember. Nancy met Lt.
230 State Street
Robert Neil McKinnon four years
Hats Made to Order
ago on a blind-date arranged by
Mrs. D: L. Crow (formerly Tulah
Dance '47). They plan to be married sometime next month and
FLOWERS
will sail for Japan in December.
Bouquets and Corsages
Bob will be stationed
at a city
north of Tokyo for approximately
Fellman & Clark
two years.

Is our face

red!

Florists
168 State St., New London

• • •

We have announced
engagements, we have announced marriages, and now we'd like to announce some recent births in the
Carroll Cut Rate
college community. Three faculty
members have had new additions
Perfume
to their families. Dr. Morris has a
new grandson, Dr. Destler, a son,
152 STATE STREET
and Mr. Klain, a daughter.
David William Woods II was
born
to Dr. Morris'
younger
daughter, Jean Morris Woods, on
September 26. David's father, Lt.
Woods, teaches physics at the
Coast Guard academy. Although
Dr. Morris already has two very
Why bother to send your laundry
across the mlles when you can nice grandchildren he still walked
the floor, as he put it, in the
have quick and expert service
rIght here.
'\
throes of grandfatherhood
until
the great event occurred.
PLEASE DO THE FOLLOWING
. "He's named after a Scottish
THINGS
chief and he looks like his father," says proud papa, Dr. Ches1. Write your name and house.
ter Destler.
William
Wallace
2. Make a list of articles.
3. Leave 'IIloney at desk on MonDestler is the young man under
day.
discussion. The sixth member of
the Destler household came into
the world, weighing a chipper 7
Ibs. 10 ozs., on August 26 at the
Lawrence Memorial hospital.
Another August baby and perhaps a future
CC student
is
128 State Street
Jeanne Klain, young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J. Klain .
The little girl, weighing 6 lbs. 5
ozs., was born in New London on
College Sportswear
August 6. Other interesting
deFEATURING
tails
supplied
by Mr. Klain:
Jeanne has grey eyes and reddishFamous Shaggy
brown halr. She resembles both
Shetland Sweaters
parents, held her head and shoulSPORTSWEAR DEPT.
ders up at one week, and has begun to play with rattles.

MRS. JOHNSON
LAUNDRY

The Style Shop

•

I
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2 Floor Shows Nightly

DANCING
With Eddy Turner and His Rhythm Quintet

•
86 GOLDEN ST.
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Peterson's

iContinued from Page Three)

eating doughnut
talking, greeting

!.

,.,~

...

=-

Party

Caught on Campus

October 23, 1946

One or Connecticut's B
Loved Traditions est

after doughnut,
old friends, and

Confectioners and Cat
1793

For Your Date's

Pleasure

For Your Pleasure

Scuris Bowling
126 Main Street

erera
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The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial Depts.
154 YEARS OF SERVICE

247 State Street
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